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WHAT ARE WE TOLD
BY THE TEL DAN STELA
by
Kevin Dobash
Introductory Remarks
Since the discovery of a stela at the Northern Israeli site of Tel Dan there have been a growing
number of articles concerned with the date, authorship and implications of the text. Not only does this
inscription, discovered by excavators Abraham Biran and Joseph Naveh, include a potential reference
to the biblical King David, it as well may shed light on historical events from Kings such as the Jehu
Revolt and the reign of Ben-Hadad II.
Throughout this paper I desire to thoroughly discuss the three major issues of this inscription
which I mentioned above. First I will take a look at the competing theories about to when this
inscription should be dated. This will take into account the archaeological and epigraphical context for
the three fragments. Next I will review the competing theories about the authorship of this text and the
supporting evidence for all three. This will be heavily intertwined with both the conclusions of the
text's date from the previous section as well the text in relation to its historical context. Finally I will
review the implications of this text historically. This will cover both the interpretation of the
controversial 'bytdwd' portion of the text as well the role in which the text places Tel Dan within the
political hierarchy of the Levant.
It is my goal with this paper to not only reach conclusions on several of these issues but as well
display how inconclusive and open some of these issues remain. There is ample evidence, in my
opinion, to support a window of time to when this stela could have been both erected and subsequently
destroyed in the early 8th century BCE. I wish to display how this inscription was possibly constructed
for Ben-Hadad II, son of Hazael. Finally I will display how this text reflects Tel Dan's role within a
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segmentary state system within the Northern Levant.

When Was It Made?
For this section I will review the archaeological and epigraphical context of the three fragments
of the Tel Dan Stela as to provide the smallest date window for both its construction and destruction.
The stela is comprised of three different sections which have been found in separate locations
throughout the A site located on the southern slope of Tel Dan[fig.1]. Fragment A[fig.2] was the first
piece of the inscription discovered on July 21st of 1993 by Biran and Naveh. The fragment was
discovered in secondary usage as a piece of a wall[fig.3] that was built on top of a square that was
paved with flagstone.1 There was some controversy as to whether this piece was located within the
wall or as part of the fill over the wall and the pavement due to a statement made by Biran to the
Society of Biblical Literature in Washington2; however this was later rectified with the publication by
Biran and Naveh on fragments found the next year. The wall of Fragment A was buried beneath a layer
that was clearly dated to a destruction level caused by the conquest of Tiglath-Pileser III into Northern
Israel in 733 BCE. This date is supported by a very well documented conquest shown through
destruction layers at the sites of Hazor and Ramoth-Gilead, the Assyrian texts left behind by TiglathPileser III and accounts of the conquest in 2 Kings 15.29.3
Biran and Naveh then dated the pottery level beneath the flagstone paved piazza to be within the
early half of the 9th century BCE, to which they attributed the likely era for the construction of the stela.
However, Cryer argues that the wall was constructed after the piazza which would mean the fragment
was contemporary to the pavement rather than the pottery level beneath it. The construction of the wall
itself can be dated, though, to be contemporary with the third building faze of a building in the east of
1 Athas 2003: 6
2 Lemche and Thompson 1994: 8
3 Athas 2003: 8-9
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the piazza. The pottery level of this third building faze dates to the early half of the 8th century BCE.
As well, the piazza is contemporary with the structures second building faze which has a pottery level
dating to the latter half of the 9th century BCE. This would place the construction of the first fragment
between 850 – 800 BCE and it's destruction between 800 – 750 BCE. Athas as well has posed the
argument that since the fragment has gone through little weathering damage that it's likely the stela
wasn't displayed long before its destruction and reuse. This would place the date of both its
construction and destruction closer to 800 BCE.4
Fragments B1[fig.4] and B2[fig.5] were, as previously mentioned, also discovered within the A
site of Tel Dan[fig.1]. From June 20th - 30th of 1994 these fragments were discovered ten days apart
from each other on different layers. Fragment B1 was discovered within the 733 BCE destruction layer
of the site and was thought to be of a later context than Fragment A. This was changed however when
Fragment B2 was both discovered 8m away in a layer contemporary to Fragment A and found to share
a fracture line with Fragment B1.5 This means that we can date all three of the fragments to the same
archaeological period which above was mentioned as being around 800 BCE.
This date of 800 BCE is as well supported epigraphically by both Cryer and Halpern who reside
on opposite ends of the minimalist-maximalist see-saw that vivaciously surrounds the analysis of this
text. Cryer performed an analysis of the shape of each individual letter of the text and found it to be
contemporary in general to other Aramaic inscriptions of the end of the 8th century BCE.6 Halpern as
well upon analysis has made comparisons of the text to the Mesha stela, Hama and Sefire inscriptions
dating to the 8th and 9th centuries BCE. As well he has also concluded that significant differences stand
between this text and those of the 7th and 10th centuries BCE. This, in his opinion places the text on the
cusp of the 9th and 8th centuries which falls as well in line with the archaeological date of 800 BCE.7
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Further argument is made by Lemche and Thompson that the 'bytdwd' found in the text would be a
strange occurrence for the proposed 9th century BCE date of Biran and Naveh.8
It is in my opinion that both the archaeological and epigraphical data serve to promote an early
8th century date for this text. The archaeological levels supply firm enough anchors as the dating
through pottery doesn't fall within the spectrum of the proposed Low Chronology revisions of
Finkelstein. The epigraphical data not only places the fragments within similarity of other
contemporary texts but also places the three fragments within congruency of each other. Finally the
date of 800 BCE fits in with historical events that match the text which I will cover within the next
section.

Who Was It Made For?
The argument over who this text was made for has good arguments textually for two separate
candidates: Hazael and his son Ben-Hadad II. This debate hinges however upon closer contextual
interpretation in relation to the dating of the text. With this section I will cover the arguments over
each of the candidates and then offer my opinion of why I favor Ben-Hadad II over his father Hazael.
Evidence for Hazael is first suggested with the probable date of this tablet. If we attribute it to
be constructed and destructed around the period of 800 BCE then this would fit into the second half of
Hazael's reign from 826 – 805 BCE.9 This offers us a close enough date to apply Hazael as the
establisher of this text.
Within the text itself we can correlate several of the events that are documented to Hazael
within Kings. The first occurrence worth mentioning would be within Line 3 of the text published by
Biran and Naveh in 1995. Within this line there is mention of the preceding king becoming ill and

8 Lemche and Thompson 1994: 9
9 Lemaire 1998: 11
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dying in his bed.10 11 This provides support for Hazael being referenced as the benefiter of this if we
take the mention in 2 Kings 8.7-15 of how before Hazael became king of Aram his predecessor died in
bed of illness. This is as well augmented by 2 Kings 8.28 and 9.15-16 where the previous king is said
to have become injured fighting in Ramoth-Gilead and “was laid up” in Jezreel.12
Next would be mention within lines 6 – 8 of the text that discuss the slaying of two kings that
occurred within the Jehu revolts. The text mentions the subject slaying “two mighty kings”, one of
them Joram and the other Achazyahu. While both of these people are reported to have been killed by
Jehu 20 to 30 years prior to the writing of this stela, it still wouldn't be abnormal for Hazael to lay
claim to their slaying within Near Eastern commemoration texts. This assertion is supported by two
sources, biblical and extra-biblical. The first would be the mention of an alliance between Jehu and
Hazael in 1 Kings 19.15 – 18. With this there is further support for Hazael laying claim to Jehu's kills
in line 17 stating that “Whoever escapes from the sword of Hazael, Jehu shall kill...” Here those slain
by Jehu can be seen now as those who have simply eluded the blade of Hazael. Also I would argue
with the extra-biblical support of Shalmaneser III that claiming kills that aren't you own isn't unheard
of in commemoration texts. With Shalmaneser III's 6th campaign to Balih the people had killed their
own ruler, Giammu. Shalmaneser III however makes a direct claim in an annals text fifteen years later
to being responsible for this slaying.13
Problem however arises in the broken naming of his father within the second line of the text.
Assyrian texts refer to Hazael as the son of a nobody, as a usurper. However for him to name the
previous king as “his father” wouldn't be abnormal for a claim to kingship. This is a common practice
within the Egyptian Middle Kingdom, the Neo-Assyrian Empire, even the bible as well has David
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referring to Saul as “my father.” 14
So who is the father named then within this broken fragment? Schniedewind has posed a
potential answer to this problem after doing spatial reconstruction of partial letters contained along the
fracture[fig.6]. His result was a five character name with the suffix of -el attached to it. What he calls
the most obvious choice would be 'Baraq'el'. This result is what he calls a dynastic succession of El
worship between the father and Hazael. He then goes on to suggest this is indicative of a religious
rivalry between the followers of El and of Hadad, the usurped dynasty.15 However, I would argue
against this interpretation as you have both Lines 4 and 5 running contrary textually to this idea. Line 4
states that “Hadad made me – myself –king.” Then following Line 5 states “And Hadad went in front
of me...” Both of these I come to believe are indicative of a positive relation between the patron of the
text and the national god, Hadad. So much so that it brings me into the counter argument for BenHadad II having erected this stela.
Primarily, I would state that for all textual fits mentioned previously for Hazael, there isn't any
conflict in placing Ben-Hadad II instead. As the son of Hazael, who made a small Aramean empire
within the Northern Levant, he had a father that would have been worth mentioning. Within the text
itself, he even goes on to brag about the might of his father and how much he as well was an able
successor to that empire. He, just as much as Hazael, could have laid false claim to the slaying from
the Jehu revolt. Historically, his reign would have been around 820 – 796 BCE which falls even closer
to the target date of the stela of 800 BCE. He as well has more reason to talk well of the national deity
has it's included within his name sake versus Hazael having a namesake affiliated with El.
However as all of this is about as convincing as the textual arguments for Hazael's placement I
would instead turn to a historical analysis in support of Ben-Hadad II being the patron. With his

14 Lemaire 1998: 5-6
15 Schniedewind and Zuckerman 2001: 88 - 91
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inheritance of his father's hegemony over both Israel, Judah and Philistia he would have spent his time
putting down revolts and regaining claim of his territories as often happen with secession change. This
would attest for the mention of dominance of 'bytdwd' within the text if it takes it as a location name for
Judah as Halpern and Athas both take it. During this time period we as well see the death of two
important kings which maybe those mentioned in the fragmentary lines 6 – 8. However the first Joash,
dying in 802 BCE, was said to have been assassinated and the second Jehoahaz, dying in 802 BCE, was
said to have died peacefully in slumber. However, as previously mentioned, it isn't unusual for kings
during this period to claims false kills.16
The destruction of the stela would have then been a reaction to the military activities of BenHadad II by the Assyrian supported expansion of Joash which was completed by Jeroboalm II. In this
scenario Ben-Hadad II then would have erected this stela as last minute propaganda to garner the
support of the literate in and around the site of Dan. This I feel is supported by the small amount of
weathering the stela received which indicates it's short tenure before it's destruction by Joash.17 While
Hazael may fit into potential authorship of this stela, I feel the above scenario of the stela's creation is a
more likely situation both textually and historically. The use of Hazael as the subject as well wouldn't
be as close a match in time considering the short duration of the stela's display and once again BenHadad II fills the situation much more nicely.

What Does It Mean?
There are two subjects I wish to tackle with this final portion of my discussion: the
interpretation of the controversial 'bytdwd' and the relation of Tel Den with its neighbors displayed
within the text. My reasoning for these two seemingly unrelated subjected is that the argument over

16 Halpern 1994: 73
17 Ibid: 74
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'bytdwd' concerns whether to take it as a deity, dynasty or place. While I'm more in favor of the third,
which I'll explain why in the following portion, all three of these still relate to the issue of societal
identity. This societal reference is then a linking factor between both the Dan inscription and the
Mesha stela as proposed by Lemaire which may indicate an ally relationship similar to that of a
segmentary state system.
The six little letter of 'bytdwd' have been at the center of both this text's popularity and
controversy ever since its discovery back in 1993. The best place to start with this debate would
probably be the original interpretation posed by Biran and Naveh that 'House of David' functions as a
dynastic marker. Here the interpretation would fit in with Halpern's mention that no matter what the
case this would be the mention of an enemy as Aramaic inscriptions prior to the mid 8th century BCE
wouldn't mention allies.18 Sasson as well suggests this as Aramaean conquerors bragging over the once
powerful empirical rules that descended from David. While in earlier biblical text's an expression like
this such as “House of Saul” would be used to refer to Saul's supporters and family vs. a political
dynasty, reference is eventually made to the “House of David” as a political dynasty post the SyroEphraimite war.19 Thompson argues however that the absence of a divider would suggest this wasn't a
dynastic label,20 however Schniedewind points out the incongruity within the text already as Line 3 is
missing a divider as well between a kap and a yod. He instead attributes this to scribal error or some
other exception.21 Thompson would argue that as well we never see the compound concept found in
this text “the king of the House of...” as a reference to a dynastic label.22
Thompson, Zvi and Davies however all argue for the possibility of 'bytdwd' as being an epithet
or surname of some deity. Thompson and Zvi both refer use the translation of 'bytdwd' and meaning
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'House of the beloved' which refers to a shrine for 'dwd' or 'the beloved'. This theory would be
congruent, according to Thompson, with most Middle Eastern god names that similarly use epithet's
instead of personal names such as: Ba'al, 'Lord', Asherah, 'Sacred Tree' or 'Sacred Place' etc. As well he
argues that the 'my Dwd' in the vineyard song of Isa is an invocation of a deity.232425
Thompson also suggests, which Athas supports further, the 'bytdwd' could be the name of a
place local to the region of Dan. Athas however believes the best location for this toponym to be a
reference to is Jerusalem, as 'bytdwd' would pretty much surmise the equivalent of 'Davidstead'.
However he also goes on to state that this could be more than just a reference to the 'City of David' but
perhaps Judah as an entity. State entities have been known in the past by these dynastic labels such as
Israel in the Assyrian records being referenced as the 'House of Omri.' As for the 'king of' before the
dynastic label, this isn't a concern as long as we take it as a toponym, since it refers to a place where a
king rules over. Also, referencing Judah as the label for Jerusalem is possible as places have claimed to
rule over more territory than they actually have.26
Finally, 'bytdwd' isn't mentioned only as an enemy within this text but as well in the historically
contemporary Mesha stela. Lemaire then suggests that Mesha was either a vassal or ally to the dying
Armaen dynasty at this time. This is then suggestive of Mesha and Damascus being larger centers
within a segmentary state system as military allies if not Mesha being lower in hierarchy to the rule of
Ben-Hadad II, if not his father.27 We can see then with the historical context of this stela the loose
affiliation which the peripherals held toward their empirical centers and how necessary it was to control
them with force or propaganda. Ben-Hadad II had already lost control of his peripherals at the time of
the stela's inscription as can be seen with the expansion of Joash into Ben-Hadad II's territory. The
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stela was, as previously explained, a last ditch effort for the purpose of gaining the support of those in
peripheral of Tel Dan.

Conclusive Remarks
The site of Tel Dan offers us a clear archaeological platform of which to base the dates of the
Tel Dan Inscription from despite being found in secondary usage. It's clear from both the dating of the
pottery from contemporary and surrounding levels as well the lack of weathering experienced by the
stela while in primary usage that the date of construction and destruction should be placed within the
early 8th century BCE. The authorship of this stela, while it's possible to attribute to Hazael, it's
chronologically, textually and historically more likely to have been his successor Ben-Hadad II. This
reign however ended in collapse as his peripherals expanded and took over the empirical centers for
Israeli control.
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Appendix

fig.1: The three fragments of the Tel Dan Stela were discovered along the southern slope in the
site labeled 'A' on the map. (Biran 1994: 10)

fig.2: Fragment A of the Tel Dan Stela, discovered in 1993 within wall W.5073 in Site A on the
southern slope of Tel Dan. (Athas 2003: 7)
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fig.3: Site A where the three fragments were discovered. Fragment A discovered in cell P-3
marked by an 'A'. Fragment B1 discovered in cell Q-6 marked by a 'B1'. Fragment B2
discovered in cell Q-7 marked by a 'B2'. (Athas 2003: 7)

fig.4: Fragment B1 of the Tel Dan Stela, discovered in 1994 within rubble form the TiglathPileser III conquest in Site A on the southern slope of Tel Dan. (Athas 2003: 14)
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fig.5: Fragment B2 of the Tel Dan Stela, discovered in 1994 on the same stratagraphical level of
Fragment A in Site A on the southern slope of Tel Dan. (Athas 2003: 15)

fig.6: Restoration of fragmented text done by Schniedewind and Zuckerman that places the
name of Baraq'el to be the referenced dying king from Line 2. (Schniedewind and Zuckerman
2001: 89)
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